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A Photographer’s Digital Journey
California landscape photographer Stephen Johnson has a vision, one that grows from his deep
love of the natural world. Perhaps because he sees that world a little more clearly than most, he’s
driven to photograph it.
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Whatever the reason, Johnson is always
pushing the envelope, taking photography
further. Since January 1994, he has
eschewed film, relying instead on digital
cameras, the principal one being a handbuilt prototype of what later evolved into
the Dicomed and BetterLight cameras.
The Macintosh is central to his work with
the digital camera, but even before he
began shooting digitally, Macintosh played
a critical role.
Always a perfectionist, Johnson started
scanning his own film and creating his
own CMYK separations using Adobe
Photoshop on the Macintosh because he
was profoundly dissatisfied with the way
the prepress industry reproduced his
work—over-sharpened, overly contrasty,
and overly saturated. “I never planned on
becoming a color separator or a scanner
operator,” he muses, “but the technology
really allows the individual artist to regain
control of his work.” Which is exactly what
he did with the award-winning book,
The Great Central Valley: California’s
Heartland, a 268-page fine-arts book
published by the University of California
Press in 1993.
The move to digital photography made
the Macintosh even more central to his
work. “When I first went out with Michael
Collette, the inventor of the Dicomed and
BetterLight cameras, in January of 1994,
we shot a bunch of film, and we shot his
digital camera. That was the last day I
bothered to shoot film,” Johnson confides.
“What I saw at the end of that day so
completely amazed me in terms of color
accuracy, resolution, details, dynamic
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Stephen Johnson has used his PowerBook G3
to control the camera, first making a lowresolution preview image that lets him check
exposure and color balance, then, once these
are correct, capturing the full-resolution image.
output will look like, so I can optimize my
images for different printing processes
with a very high degree of confidence that
the results will be what I want.”

range, that I never wanted to shoot film
again. And within a day or two, we made
a big Iris print at the Digital Pond in
San Francisco, so now I was also staring at
this 30- by 50-inch print of this digital
photograph that I had made two or three
days before.”
For Johnson, the PowerBook was, and is,
a key enabler. “Without the Macintosh
PowerBook, I would not be doing digital
photography right now, at least not my
traditional photography of working the
landscape,” he says. Johnson uses his
PowerBook G3 to control the camera, first
making a low-resolution preview image
that lets him check exposure and color

balance, then, once these are correct,
capturing the full-resolution image. “If in
1995 I could look at a 2-megabyte color
preview and see what I had done and
be very pleased about it, just think how
it makes me feel in 1998 to open a 250megabyte final photograph on the
PowerBook G3 in the field, while I’m
still staring at the landscape.”
Johnson produces prints on a wide range
of output devices, including the Iris inkjet
printer, the LightJet large-format photographic printer, and a wide variety of offset
presses. Apple’s ColorSync color management system is invaluable in this effort.
“ColorSync lets me work visually by showing me on my monitor what my printed

Since 1995, Johnson has been experimenting with a panoramic version of the
Dicomed camera developed by Michael
Collette and another digital imaging
pioneer, Howard Barney, developer of
the Barneyscan film scanners. The panoramic rig can capture a full 360-degree
image with resolutions of up to 6,000 by
65,000 pixels.
After shooting his first digital panorama
back in 1995, Johnson characterized the
results as having an immersive quality that
puts the viewer in a place “like no other
photographic experience I’ve ever seen.”
At lower resolutions, it also works beautifully with Apple’s immersive technology,
QuickTime VR, which allows the viewer to
“walk through” the panorama.
Johnson’s current project, titled With a
New Eye, is a digital survey of the U.S.
National Parks. He points out that

photography played a key role in the
creation of the parks system, making it an
obvious subject, but he has other reasons
too. “People think they know these parks,
and I don’t think we really do. We’ve grown
to know them through color landscape
photography and postcard renditions,
generally over-saturated, over-colorized,
overly contrasty, melodramatic visions of
these places. There’s something much
more subtle and beautiful that goes on
here, and being able to capture a lot more
of those nuances is one of the underlying
aesthetic goals I have with this project,”
Johnson says.

Equipment used in
With a New Eye project
Modified Dicomed Field Pro digital
scanning camera
Apple Macintosh PowerBook 540c,
3400c, and G3 computers
Sinar-X view camera
Adobe Photoshop software
BetterLight scanning camera software & pano adaptor
Iris Realist 5030 printer
With a New Eye sponsors
Adobe Systems, Apple Computer,
BetterLight, DayStar Digital, Dicomed,
Digital Pond, FWB, Iris Graphics, Newer
Technology, Radius, Ricoh, Sinar Bron
To contact Stephen Johnson:
E-mail: sjphoto@best.com
Web site: www.sjphoto.com

And unlike film, digital images, when
properly archived, don’t deteriorate. As
Johnson points out, “If human technology
gets sophisticated enough to maintain
huge archives of things, these could be
around for a hundred thousand or a
million years, depending on how well we
learn to live on this planet.”
Bruce Fraser is an author, "Real World Photoshop,"
editor, and digital imaging expert.
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